x*	INTRODUCTION
howsoever modified a form. M. Przyluski in his very
valuable papers to th,3 MSmoires de la Societe de
Linguistique de Paris and in the Journal^ Asiatique has
indicated the line of his enquiries and his methods,
and has given his derivations of a number of Sanskrit
words which are borrowings from the extinct Austric
dialects current in Northern India. The corresponding
forms in the speeches related to Mon and Khmer, and
to Khasi, namely, the various Austric languages of Indo-
China, Malaya and in some cases of the islands of Indo-
nesia, also have been carefully collated by M. Przyluski,
and their etymology as Austric forms, which can only be
satisfactorily explained as being built up with Austric
roots and affixes, has been given. He has made a very
good case that words like ling a > latyula. kambala, tambula>
kadali* etc., are from the Austric, and are not Aryan
words. The valuable and indispensable Comparative
Vocabulary of Aboriginal Dialects of the Malay Peninsula,
in Vol. II of Skeat and Blagden's Pagan Races of the
Malay Peninsula (London, Macmillan & Co., 1906) is a
repository of words from the Austrio speeches of the
forest tribes (Sakai, Semang, etc.) of British Malaya,
and it also contains cognate forms in Mon, Khmer and
other Indo-Chinese Austric speeches, Khasi and Nicobarese
as well as in the Austrie dialects of Malaya and Indonesia
and the Kol speeches of India. Dr. P. C. Bagchi has
suggested affiliating a further batch of words in Indo-Aryan
to Austric and it was from a study of this comparative
vocabulary that a number of obvious agreements with
Indian forms and words presented themselves to him, I
have also been studying this vocabulary with very great
interest and profit, and a few similarities, which may or
may not be fortuitous or accidental, have struck me also—
similarities between some of our unexplained or unsatisfac-

